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HISTORY

A data project was undertaken in 1972 by the Institute of Electrical and

Electronic Engineers (IEEE). This project resulted in the publication of the

IEEE Nuclear Reliability Data Manual in June of 1977 ("Project 500" Ref. 1).

This first document, which was directed at electrical and electronic component

reliability, did not rely primarily on data collected from plants, but on data

synthesized from various sources including plant data and expert opinion. While

the lack of plant data limited the technical accuracy of the Data Manual, solid

experience was gained on how to structure, correlate, pool, format, and publish

a data handbook which was "user friendly."

Subsequent to the initial publication an effort was undertaken by the IEEE

under the auspices of a Steering Committee of the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI). This effort had a twofold purpose. First, it was designed to

increase the scope of the original "Project 500" document to include mechanical

components (primarily pumps and valves), and second it was directed at supple-

menting the original handbook data with data that was developed from the mainte-

nance and test records resident in U.S. nuclear power plants. During the course

of the effort, data was collected from several plants and analyzed. This

information has been encoded into a computer compatible format and is now resi-

dent on computers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This base of data which

is intended to provide input to future editions of IEEE Project 500 has been

designated the "In-Plant Reliability Data System" or IPRDS (Refs. 2, 3, 4).

Although the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) currently funds the

collection, encoding, and analysis of the data, it does not have direct access

to the records, nor is the data made available to NRC or the public in such a

way that it may be identified with specific plants participating in IPRDS. Only

generic reliability statistics on nuclear components are available.



STATUS

Currently, there are data from six operating units comprising four nuclear

power plants in the data base. There are an additional seven units (4 plants)

that are ready for data collection and encoding. Overall, approximately 120,000

maintenance records have been reviewed and 24,000 records of corrective mainte-

nance actions have been extracted. The components for which data encoding has

been completed include pumps and valves. The pump data base contains 1468 pumps

and 3100 maintenance records on these pumps spanning almost 24 reactor-years of

commercial operation. An additional 900 pump maintenance records for years

prior to commercial operation have also been entered. The valve data base

contains 24,825 valve population records and approximately 5,800 valve mainte-

nance records.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

There are several key features of the IPRDS data base that enhance its

credibility as a data base for in-depth research. The IPRDS:

Provides for demand failure probabilities, time-related failure rates,

repair times (when available), and predominant cause frequencies. These

are key inputs for probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) work and the cred-

ibility of PRA work is improved with the use of these data-derived failure

statistics.

Uses centralized data collection, screening, classification, encoding, and

analysis. The development of a cadre of experts at the central location

ensures consistent encoding policies. This effectively eliminates the

problems associated with wide-ranging interpretations of reporting pro-

cedures by plant personnel so typical of decentralized data collection.



Covers both safety-related and balance-of-plant components allowing for

direct comparisons of each. Oftentimes component failures will be evident

in the more frequently cycled balance-of-plant components before the in-

frequently cycled comparable safety components.

Developed and applied distinctive component boundaries to enable allocation

of individual records to individual components.

Relates components to generic system boundaries permitting comparisons

between plants and between systems.

Provides failure severity classification (catastrophic, degraded, incipient)

allowing failure trend analysis based upon complete maintenance histories.

Provides failure mode classifications based on the state of operation of

the component at the time of failure. These are specifically engineered

for use in PRA.

Provides failure cause codes that arise from the review of actual records

and are better tailored for encoded data accuracy. Multiple code combi-

nations are frequently used to describe specific failure causes and com-

ponent piece parts that are involved. This leads to more realistic and

useable codes for analyses.

Provides for comparison with WASH-1400 reliability statistics (Ref. 5).

Has capability to produce individual component "failure signatures"

(Fig. I)-



BENEFITS TO PARTICIPATING UTILITIES

There are also significant benefits to plants who participate in IPRDS.

These derive largely from the computerization of their maintenance action

records. Perhaps the most immediate benefit is that upon completion of the

encoding, IPRDS supplies the participating plant with a computer tape of their

maintenance records readied for entry into their data management system.

Alternately, the plant can be supplied with remote computer access to their

records prior to development of their own internal data management system. In

certain cases, IPRDS can be used to develop equipment lists for maintenance

personnel. In one particular instance, 17,000 valves were identified and

encoded from the plant piping and instrument drawings. IPRDS is a good source

of information to participating plants for improving their in-house maintenance

forms. Additionally it can create a precedent for uniform computerization of

utility maintenance records, thus promoting similar data encoding methods

through the industry to facilitate future utility/industry, utility/NRC, and

utility/utility computer assisted interactions. Another attractive feature of

participation in IPRDS is that it can provide a method for backfitting the

Nuclear Plp.nt Reliability Data System (NPRDS) with historical maintenance

records of the participating utility.

The comprehensive nature of the IPRDS records offers an improved versatility

in monitoring the failure history of a specific component. This can be an

invaluable tool to plant maintenance supervisors for identifying precursors to

eventual catastrophic failures. It also is useful in assessing plant preventa-

tive maintenance policy (Fig. 1).



APPLICATIONS

The initial and primary impetus behind the development of the IPRDS was the

determination of the NRC to qualify the failure rate estimates of WASH-1400.

IPRDS is structured to develop component specific failure statistics for com-

parison with those currently being used from WASH-1400. The time-related and

demand-related failure statistics developed from IPRDS are more component-type

specific and based on actual operating history as opposed to the WASH-1400

generic component failure statistics and expert opinions. Other important

applications include:

A Test Bed for Other Data Systems--Provides research and development test bed

for industry and government collection and processing of nuclear plant mainte-

nance information. Items which might be incorporated into other systems have

been and could continue to be tested in the IPRDS. For example, the ideas of

demand-related failure rates, generic system boundaries for identification of

included components, and failure severity classification, scheme have all been

transferred to NPRDS after their development and use in IPRDS. The inclusion of

both safety and nonsafety components documents the quantity of information that

has not been included in other data bases and provides a means for evaluating

its importance.

Safety Component Operability Reflected in Non-Safety Components-- Inclusion of

nonsafety component failures allows for early indication of problems which could

appear in safety equipment of similar type. This is especially true with bi-

state devices such as switches, relays, circuit breakers, valves, etc., where

the demands in balance-of-plant (BOP) service may be greater than for similar

equipment installed in safety systems.

Effects of Operational or Design Changes—Comparison of magnitudes of the

various failure frequencies for each failure severity level provides for a

method to assess the relative effectiveness of differing preventative mainte-

nance strategies. This also allows for an early indication of the effectiveness

of changes in design or operation.
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Figure 1 - Example of "Failure Signature" of Feedvater Pump in One Plant



Component Failure Precursor F,valuation--A failure severity/frequency vs. time

plot of a complete failure history of a component (Fig. 1) allows the overlap of

particular events in time (i.e., outages, transients, preventative maintenance)

to be collaborated with engineering insight to determine failure cause/effect

relationships. This component "failure signature" can be utilized to investi-

gate the use of noncatastrophic failure patterns as precursors to component

failure. Components experiencing noncatastrophic failures of unusual type or

frequency can warn of the potential for a more serious (i.e. catastrophic)

failure of the component before it occurs.

FUTURE ACTIVITIES

It is planned that the IPRD program will progress to include additional

components such as diesel generators, batteries and inverters, and increase the

number of nuclear plants participating in the project. Revisits to the plants

which are currently participating in the IPRD program to collect and update

information are also planned.
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